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Correspondence
Generation of a Short OpticalPulse of Arbitrary
Shape andPhase Variation

ELI YABLONOVITCH
t
short

Abstract-It is shown that the problem of generating an optical pulse
pulse
of arbitrary shape and phase may be reduced
to the problem of producing an arbitraryspectral fiter. Thisgeneralizes the short-pulse Fig. 1. A blockdiagram of the basiclaserbreakdownpulse-shaping
scheme. Thespectralfilterrejectsall
but the plasma-inducedsidegeneration techniques, which are based on the laser breakdown switch,
bands on the laser pulse.
as the activeelement. We examine the extent to whichanydesired
fdter may be realized in practice, and some examples are given.
may also be written in terms of its Fourier amplitude
INTRODUCTION

==
1

In recentyears there has been great progress in the generation
of short optical pulses by techniques that do not depend upon
mode locking. Instead, they depend on the laser breakdown
switch [ 11 which cuts off transmission with a fall time in the
picosecond range. This step function is then converted into a
shortoptical pulse by transmission through an appropriate
spectral filter as shown in Fig. 1.
Among the typesof optical filterswhich have been suggested
are the Michelson interferometer [ 21, the Fabry-Perot etalon
[ 31, the grating monochromator [ 41 , and resonant-material
absorbers [ 51. Each of these filters produces a pulse with a
In thiscorresponcharacteristicshapeandphasevariation.
dence we will turntheproblemaround:For
a given pulse
shape we will derive the specific spectral transmittance function which is required to generate it.
Thus the problem of generating an optical pulse of arbitrary
shape and phase may be reduced to the problem of producing
an arbitrary spectral filter. Furthermore,
we will examine the
extent to which any desired filter may be realized in practice.
Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the basic concept of shortpulse generation from alaser spark. Along-pulse laser produces a breakdown plasma between alenspair.Thisblocks
off transmission of the beam, thereby amplitude modulatingit.
Inthefrequencydomain,sidebands
areassociated withthe
amplitude modulation. The spectral filter rejects the incident
laser wavelength but transmits the sidebands produced at the
instant of breakdown.Afterthe
plasmahasfully
formed,
again nothing is transmitted. Thus a stepfunction is converted into a short pulse.

Let E ( t ) represent the incident laser pulse whose duration is
assumed to be much longer than any of the other times of interest in this problem. We will choose t = 0 as the instant at
which the plasma forms, blocking off thebeam.Thenthe
electric field of the light wave transmitted through the lens
pair may be represented as
for

E ( t ) = 0,

for

- w< t<
0

I

P m

E ( t ) exp ( i w t )d t

m

(In this correspondence, the factor exp
{ i w o t } in the time
dependence of theelectric
field will besuppressed.Frequencies w are generally measured relative t o oo,the center
frequency of the laser, unless otherwise noted.)
of thestep-function
From (2) we see thatthesidebands
amplitudemodulation fall off inversely withthefrequency
shift from line center.
Let G (a)represent the electric-field spectral transmittance
function of the optical filter. G ( 0 )has both an amplitude and
a phase and should be distinguished from the intensity transmission function IG (o)12which has no phase information.
The output electric field in the frequency domain
E o ( o ) is
then simply G (a)
E (a)or, using (2),

Theoutputpulse
in the time domain is simply the inverse
Fourier transform of (3).
Equation (3) determinestheoutput
field amplitudefor a
given spectraltransmittancefunction.Therelationshipmay
readily be inverted

G (a)
= f i i i w E o (a).

THEORY

E ( t ) = 1,

E(w)

(4)

This tells us the function G, which is required t o produce a
Equation
desired output pulse of Fourier amplitude Eo(o).
(4) is the central result of this correspondence. It may also be
written

0

< t<=

Le., a step-function amplitude modulation.

(1)
This electric field
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which expresses G ( w ) directly in terms of the output field in
the time domain Eo(t).
To satisfy causality, G ( 0 ) must be analyticintheupper
half-plane. This requires ( [ d E o ( t ) ] / d t=) 0 for t < 0; i.e., no
changein outputuntilthesparkforms.
We will makethe
stronger restriction E o ( t ) = 0 for t < 0, thereby both satisfying
causality anddemandingthat G ( 0 ) = 0. This last condition
ensures that the incident laser beam does not leak through the
filter in theabsence of a spark,
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EXAMPLES
a) What spectral filter is required to produce a &function
pulse? A6-function pulse hasFourieramplitude
E o ( A w )=
constant,independent of frequency over itsbandwidth.(In
this section we will use the sumbol Aw to distinguish relative
frequency from absolute frequency
w ; i.e., Am = ~3 - wo .)
Using (4) the transmittance function shouldbe
G (Ao) =

6i A o X constant.

(6)

Thus we requireafilter
whose transmittance is linearly
laser freproportional to the frequency difference from the
quency. It turns out that a quarter-wave antireflection coating,
when used in reflection, hasprecisely this behavior over a wide
bandwidth (see Fig. 2 )

[

ER 1 - n
reflection coefficient = - = - 1 + e x p
Eh l + n

{-

i?:tw}]

$-wave A. R. coating

Fig. 2. A quarter-wave antireflection coating, whenusedin reflection,
acts as an optical differentiator (see Appendix). It converts the step
function into a 6-function pulse.
differencein
path length T

(7)
Using the condition for zero reflection at the laser frequency,
(7) becomes

[

E~ - 1 - n
1 - exp
Eh l + n

{

i:ow}]

-

.

<<

If Aw
oo,then we may expand the exponential in a power
series keeping only the first two terms

ER (1- n ) b
_
- in -Eh
(1 + n ) oo

(8)

which is the required functional form.
It is interesting to note in passing that a filter described by
(8), or equivalently (6), is an optical differentiator. Its output
is thetime
derivative of itsinput.
This is provenin
the
Appendix.
b) What spectral filter is required to produce a rectangular
pulse of duration T ? Such a pulse has a Fourier amplitude

Eo(Aw) =

1

fiiAw

[ exp ( i A o T )- 1I

iAwr
'

Such an optical filter maybe

realized as shown in Fig. 4.
in series, the G (Ao) of the
combination being theproduct of the individual G's. One
element is simply an optical differentiator (see the Appendix),
such as the quarter-wave antireflection coating which supplies
thefactor inw tothenumerator.Theotherelement
is a
Michelson interferometer, this time adjusted for equal-length
arms. In one of the arms is an optically thin, homogeneously
broadened, resonant absorber. It is readily shown that such an
element contributes the factor (1 - iAoT) in the denominator
of (10). The homogeneous linewidth of the absorber is I/T.
If it is off-resonance, thenan oscillatorydecayingpulse
is
produced.Asomewhatdifferent
pulse shape was recently
generated by using an optically thick resonant medium as the
filter [ 5 ] .

It requires two filter elements

(9 1

A Michelson interferometer [ 2 1, used as shown in Fig. 3, and
of theoutputbeam,
adjusted fordestructiveinterference
satisfies (9). In particular
[ 1 - exp ( i o T ) ]

Ein
= [ 1 - exp

G ( A w )= fiiAwEo(Ao)

1 - iAwr

G ( A o ) = 6iAoEo(Aw)

EO
-=

Therefore, the required spectral transmittance functionis

-

Therefore, the required spectral transmittance function
is

= [exp (iAwT) - 11.

Fig. 3. A Michelson interferometer isused togenerate a rectangular
pulse of duration T whichis the difference in path length between
the two arms of the interferometer.

(iwoT ) exp (iAwT)].

Destructive interference at
the
laser frequency requires
exp { i o o T } = 1, where T is thedifferenceinopticalpath
of the interferometer. Therefore, the
between the two arms
Michelson interferometer satisfies (9).
c) What spectral filter is required t o produce an exponentiallydecayingpulse
of time constant r? Such a pulsehas a
Fourier amplitude

DISCUSSION
The previously given examplesaremeant
to indicatethe
generality of the pulse-shaping approach being proposed here.
Since spectral filters are linear elements, many of them may
be combined in series to produce the required transmittance
function. There is great versatility in using media, both resonant and nonresonant, as filtering elements.
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Taking the inverse Fourier transform
an optically thin
resonant medium

t

A,’.,.

I
-=-

d

d
-

dt

m

exp (- i o t )E h (a)
dw

Eh(t).

Therefore, the output of such a filter is the time derivative of
its input. Several such filters may be used in
series to obtain
higher order derivatives.
Fig. 4. A composite filter element, consistingof a Michelson interferometerand aquarter-wave antireflection coating used in series.
An opticallythinresonant
mediumofhomogeneouslinewidth
1/7
unbalances one of the arms of the interferometer. The output is an
exponentially decaying pulse of time constant 7.

A type of filter which was not mentioned in the previously
given examples, but which has great potential, is the multilayer
dielectric-coated interferencefilter.
Thesearenowmainly
used in bandpassapplications,for
which only IG(w)12 is
important. If designed to take account of both the phase and
they could be used in pulse-shaping appliamplitude of G (a),
cations. It should be possible to closely approximate any given
functionby using enough layers.Complicated
pulse shapes,
such as those which have been proposed for laser fusion [ 6 ] ,
may require computer design t o optimize the layerspacing and
other parameters,
PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS
Thereare, of course,practicallimitations
to these pulsegeneration techniques. For example, many of the filters which
we have been discussing have the property of zero transmission
at the center laser wavelength; i.e., G ( 0 ) = 0. This is important
for rejecting the laser lightat t
0 beforethebreakdown
spark hasformed.
In practice,aperfect
null is not always
possible and the rejection may not be 100-percent complete.
Another limitation is related to the finite fall time T of the
light as it passes through the breakdown plasma. Equation (1)
assumes an instantaneous fall time, which is only approximate.
In particular, (2) is correct only for frequency shiftsAw 5 1/T.
Therefore, the techniques described in this correspondence are
useful for generating pulses whose overall frequency spectrum
is no wider than 2 / T . Understandably,it is not possible to
generate pulses which are shorter than the fall time T. Recent
measurements indicate that T is in the picosecond range for
C 0 2-laser-produced plasmas. There is speculationthat even
faster fall times are possible.

<

CONCLUSION
We have shown that the problem of generating an arbitrary
optical pulse E ( t )may be reduced to the problem of producing
a matched filter as given by (5). Some examples o f specific
pulse shapes and their matching filterswere also presented.
APPENDIX
We wish to show that a filter whose spectral transmittance
function is described by (6) acts as an optical differentiator.
By definition

Eout( w ) = fii o E h ( w ) .
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Excitation of Cold Cavity Modes in a
Coupling-ModulatedCOz Laser
A. L. SCHOLTZ
Abstract-The amplitudes of

cold longitudinal cavity modes excited
were studied in a
COz laser. Experimentalobservationsagree
well withtheresultsof
an analytical approach treating the effect of coupling modulation on
the cavity field as loss modulation.

as an unwanted side effect of coupling modulation

INTRODUCTION
Intracavity coupling modulation [ 1 I is an efficient method
t o modulate COz lasers 121-[4].
With thismodulation
scheme, the unwanted excitation
of cold cavity modes is of
[ 5 ] , [ 6 ] . Cold modes are longitudinal
particular
interest
modes of the optical resonatorwhich do not coincide with the
of intralaser transition.Theycanbeexcitedbyanykind
cavity modulation if the modulating frequency f, is approximately an integer multiple of the cavity mode spacing c/21 (1
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